Fast spectroscopic multiple analysis (FASMA) for brain tumor classification: a clinical decision support system utilizing multi-parametric 3T MR data.
A clinical decision support system (CDSS) for brain tumor classification can be used to assist in the diagnosis and grading of brain tumors. A Fast Spectroscopic Multiple Analysis (FASMA) system that uses combinations of multiparametric MRI data sets was developed as a CDSS for brain tumor classification. MRI metabolic ratios and spectra, from long and short TE, respectively, as well as diffusion and perfusion data were acquired from the intratumoral and peritumoral area of 126 patients with untreated intracranial tumors. These data were categorized based on the pathology, and different machine learning methods were evaluated regarding their classification performance for glioma grading and differentiation of infiltrating versus non-infiltrating lesions. Additional databases were embedded to the system, including updated literature values of the related MR parameters and typical tumor characteristics (imaging and histological), for further comparisons. Custom Graphical User Interface (GUI) layouts were developed to facilitate classification of the unknown cases based on the user's available MR data. The highest classification performance was achieved with a support vector machine (SVM) using the combination of all MR features. FASMA correctly classified 89 and 79% in the intratumoral and peritumoral area, respectively, for cases from an independent test set. FASMA produced the correct diagnosis, even in the misclassified cases, since discrimination between infiltrative versus non-infiltrative cases was possible. FASMA is a prototype CDSS, which integrates complex quantitative MR data for brain tumor characterization. FASMA was developed as a diagnostic assistant that provides fast analysis, representation and classification for a set of MR parameters. This software may serve as a teaching tool on advanced MRI techniques, as it incorporates additional information regarding typical tumor characteristics derived from the literature.